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Flexibility and Style.
Complex technology, simple operation.

The 7000 Series handsets bring a new dimension to the office by providing
advanced communications with a contemporary design from one of the
world’s leading telecoms equipment manufacturers. Made from durable
plastics, the 7000 Series handsets combine ergonomic design with simple
operation which addresses the complete needs common in a business
environment. Keysets include the 7004N, 7004D and 7008D, the choice for
basic system services. The 7016D or 7024D for more advanced user needs
incorporate innovative mobile like operating style with navigation and
context sensitive keys. The 7024LD with its large display and feature keys is
the choice for the power user.

Powerful and easy to use.
The 7000 Series handsets have been developed with the growing business in mind, ensuring that your investment is
made in future proofed technology. The ipLDK Range of Key Telephone systems, with which the
7000 Series has been designed to work, is an IP enabled communications platform ranging
to a maximum of 600 ports. Combining the power of the ipLDK systems with the
contemporary design of the 7000 Series handsets enables all businesses to
project a professional and efficient image.
The DSS console is an additional
unit
which
expands the capabilities of all
Reliable Technology.
the 7000 Series handsets by providing extra
flexible buttons. This highly customisable unit
allows
48 flexible buttons to be programmed as
The 7000 Series handsets are compatible with all
one-touch feature keys, direct station selection keys
ipLDK communications systems and have been
and
direct line keys. You can also use the DSS console as a
designed specifically to complement the
quick dial station by using the flexible buttons as speed dials
system’s features. With one of the industry’s
to frequently dialled numbers such as suppliers, customers or
lowest failure rates and a full 12 month
colleagues.
Warranty you can be sure of the quality and
reliability of the 7000 Series handsets.
Available in Black or White to match the main
Reliable handsets only have value when
keyset, the DSS console features integrated
the system they work with conforms to
two-colour LED’s indicating the line or
the same high standards, so rest
extension
status – true at-a-glance performance.
assured that the LG-Nortel ipLDK
range of systems has been developed
over years of experience and is built
to exacting standards.

DSS Console.
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Wire-Free.

Caller ID Display

Bluetooth connectivity for wireless calls.

With the ipLDK you always know
Bluetooth technology has become the standard for hands free mobile phone
who is calling with Caller ID
conversations with many drivers and busy professionals using Bluetooth
Display right on your desk, when
headsets. This technology has now reached your desk, where its impact is
using a 16 or 24 Button handset.
likely to be just as important. The 24 Button Keyset has the option to
This feature extends to Single Line
connect a module which enables Bluetooth connectivity. This addition
Telephones such as non-system
allows you to ‘pair’ a Bluetooth headset with the desk Keyset giving up
DECT with displays* with the addition
to a 5 meter range of wire free conversation, and because the
of a system board. This enables you to
Bluetooth technology is standardised you do not need a different
answer incoming calls professionally
headset than the one used with your mobile phone.
with the customers name when
integrated into a CTI environment.
Colour coded to the Keyset, the Bluetooth module fits into
the port on the underside of the Keyset, reducing desk
*ipLDK20 only.
clutter and optimising space whilst allowing employees
to handle simultaneous conversation and keyboard
entry or move about the office.

Key Benefits.

Yield more power with the 7000 Series.
Save Time
Menu driven soft keys allow you to save time whilst on a call. The soft key functions will change depending
upon call status.

Intuitive Display
Crystal clear LCD allows display phones to be your window to the system. Call information is clear and user
programming is quicker and easier with an LCD display.

Freedom to Roam
Users of the 24 button handsets can benefit from wireless communications with an optional
Bluetooth module for their phone. The Bluetooth module allows connection of a standard
Bluetooth headset to the phone.

Improved Efficiency
An optional USB module for the 24 button handsets allows users to combine the
familiar setting of their PC Desktop with the handsets for one-click call recording.

Designed for Comfort
Users of the 8 button phone and above can utilise a built-in headset port
for convenience and comfort. Headsets that have a standard 2.5mm jack
connection can be connected directly to the 7000 series handsets.
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